The nonlocal continuum dielectric model is an important extension of the classical Poisson dielectric model, but it is very expensive to be solved in general. In this paper, we prove that the solution of one commonly used nonlocal continuum dielectric model of water can be split as a sum of two functions, and these two functions are simply the solutions of one Poisson equation and one Poisson-like equation. With this new solution splitting formula, we develop a fast finite element algorithm and a program package in Python based on the DOLFIN program library such that a nonlocal dielectric model can be solved numerically in an amount of computation that merely doubles that of solving a classic Poisson dielectric model. Using the new solution splitting formula, we also derive the analytical solutions of two nonlocal model problems. We then solve these two nonlocal model problems numerically by our program package and validate the numerical solutions through a comparison with the analytical solutions. Finally, our study of free energy calculation by a nonlocal Born ion model demonstrates that the nonlocal dielectric model is a much better predictor of the solvation free energy of ions than the local Poisson dielectric model. 1. Introduction. The nonlocal dielectric approach for estimating electrostatics was investigated by Dogonadze and Kornyshev (see [6, 13, 20] ) about 30 years ago. Since then, many studies have been done in the fields of chemistry, physics, and biology (see [5, 6, 7, 8, 20, 21, 26, 28] , for example). A good review on these studies is given in [4] . The model is appropriate for a wide range of dielectric materials, certainly for any dipolar liquid in particular. In a nonlocal continuum solvent model, the water is treated as a dielectric medium with a dielectric permittivity function nonzero over the whole space in order to reflect the electrostatic solute-solvent interactions, the finitesize effects of the dielectric water molecules, and the spatial-frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity. It has been recognized that a nonlocal continuum solvent model can significantly improve the quality of the classic Poisson model in electrostatic modeling [11, 25, 26] . However, because its nonlocal term involves a convolution of the electric field over the whole space, a nonlocal dielectric model becomes very expensive to be solved numerically. The absence of efficient numerical algorithms and software packages has seriously restricted its application in large scale biomolecular simulations.
lated boundary element algorithm are also given in Hildebrant's dissertation [17] . Recently, a finite difference implementation of the nonlocal dielectric model has been given [29] .
Motivated by the work of Hildebrandt et al. [18] , we propose a new formulation of the nonlocal dielectric model. A key step is to write the nonlocal dielectric model as an integro-differential equation in which the integral term involves only a convolution of the electrostatic potential function Φ(r). The convolution of Φ is then regarded as a unknown function, u(r). To calculate u(r), we construct an "artificial" partial differential equation and couple this equation with the original equation of the nonlocal dielectric model, yielding a system of two partial differential equations for solving both u and Φ. This approach can be naturally carried out in the framework of the Ritz-Galerkin variational formulation without involving any Helmholtz decomposition of the dielectric displacement field. Hence, it is quite different from the approach of Hildebrandt et al. [18] . Our approach works as long as the kernel in the nonlocal model corresponds to the inverse of a differential operator, as in (2.8) . Its difference from the approach of Hildebrandt et al. [18] can best be seen by comparing our reformulation with equation (10) in [29] , which involves a different splitting and the inclusion of jump terms.
Based on our new approach, we prove that the solution Φ(r) of the nonlocal dielectric model can be split as a sum of two functions, and these two functions are simply the solutions of one Poisson equation and one Poisson-like equation each suitable for solution by a fast linear solver such as the multigrid method [14] . As an application of this solution splitting formula, we derive the analytical solutions of two nonlocal dielectric models: one with one point charge, and the other with a smooth charge density function. We then develop a finite element algorithm and program it into a computer package in Python based on the finite element program library DOLFIN [22] . Because of this program package, we can solve the nonlocal dielectric model by using various finite element approximations from DOLFIN and various efficient direct and iterative linear solvers from the PETSc library [2, 3] , the UMFPACK library [12] , and the Trilinos project [16] . Since it is programed in Python, this program package is easy to use. It is also portable on different computer operating systems and can be implemented in parallel on a parallel computer or a cluster. Therefore, this program package can be a powerful tool for solving a large scale nonlocal dielectric model numerically.
To validate our new solution split formula and our program package, we made numerical experiments using the two nonlocal model problems whose analytical solutions we derived by the new solution split formula. Numerical results show that the numerical solutions match the analytical solutions very well, which well confirm the solution split formula and validate the program package. In these tests, each linear system was solved by the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method with incomplete LU (ILU) preconditioning from PETSc (with the relative residue less than 10 −10 ). We also made tests using an algebraic multigrid preconditioner, called amg hypre, from PETSc, which was found to cost more CPU time than ILU in spite of a sharp reduction of the total number of PCG iterations. It appears from our data that our problem size is not large enough for multigrid efficiency to be needed. Indeed our setup times dominate our solve times.
Finally, using the analytical expression of the free energy of a nonlocal Born ion model, which we derive in the appendix, we calculated the free energy for nine different types of ions and found that the free energy calculated from the nonlocal dielectric model can match very well the one produced from chemical experiments by using a properly selected value of a parameter of the nonlocal dielectric model that is used to characterize the polarization correlations of water molecules. This study of free energy calculation demonstrates that the nonlocal dielectric model is a much better predictor of the solvation free energy of ions than the classic Poisson dielectric model.
In the future, we will extend our fast solver to the case of a protein immersed in water, which was studied in [29] . In such a case, a cavity domain hosting the protein is treated as another continuum dielectric medium such that the nonlocal model becomes an interface problem. Furthermore, we will consider an ionic solvent. Like what is done in the formulation of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [19, 23] , a nonlinear term will be introduced to estimate the distributions of ions so that the nonlocal model is modified as a nonlinear problem. We plan to use the same solution splitting techniques as those used in this paper to develop a new fast algorithm for solving these kinds of nonlocal and nonlinear dielectric continuum models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a new expression of the Fourier-Lorentzian nonlocal dielectric model and discusses the free energy calculations. Section 3 studies the computational complexity of solving the nonlocal model. Section 4 proves the new solution splitting formula. Section 5 derives the analytical solutions of the two nonlocal model problems. Section 6 presents the fast finite element algorithm. Section 7 describes the program package and reports numerical results. The free energy calculation and the analytical solution of a nonlocal Born ion model are reported in the appendix.
2.
Fourier-Lorentzian nonlocal model of water and free energy calculations. Let Φ(r) denote the electrostatic potential function, and let ρ(r) be a given fixed charge density function in the whole space R 3 . One commonly used nonlocal dielectric model, called the Fourier-Lorentzian nonlocal model, is defined by the integro-differential equation
where 0 is the permittivity constant of the vacuum, s is the permittivity factor for bulk water, H(r) is the kernel function defined by
∂z 2 is the Laplace operator for r = (x, y, z), λ is a positive parameter used to characterize the polarization correlations of water molecules, and ∞ is the permittivity factor for water in the limit of high frequency [30] . This limit is also approached in the nonlocal model as λ → ∞ [18] . Physically, ∞ accounts for the polarization of the electron density of individual water molecules, whereas s represents the combination of this effect with rotations of the waters. Usually, we have that ∞ < s . As a special case, if ∞ = s , the nonlocal model is reduced to the classic Poisson dielectric model:
2.1. Application in free energy calculations. One important application of the nonlocal model is to calculate the solvent free energy, which is a physical quantity of interest, that is, the free energy associated with moving the charged system from the vacuum into the solvent (water). A common estimate of this is given simply by the electrostatic energy (2.4)
To illustrate the great potential of the nonlocal model in this application, we consider the free energy G, in units of kilojoules per mole, of the Born ion model, which can be estimated as follows:
where N a is the Avogadro constant. We note that the point charge model for an ion (i.e., ρ = qδ with q being a charge and δ the Dirac-delta distribution) is not appropriate to estimate its solvent free energy, since the only energy that would appear is the self-energy (2.4), which is infinite. However, the Born model replaces the point charge by a distributed charge, making it possible to define a solvent free energy in this case, for which (2.4) is finite and meaningful. In the appendix, we derive the analytical solutions of a nonlocal Born ion model (see (A.9)) and the local Poisson dielectric model in both vacuum and water states (see (A.10)). The free energy difference between the solvated state and the vacuum state is then found as follows:
where C = q 2 /(8π 0 s a), a denotes the radius of the Born ball B a = {r | |r| < a}, and q is the charge of an ion at the origin, which has been spread over the spheric surface of B a . From the above expression we can see that the free energy ΔG can be regarded as a function of parameter λ in the case of the nonlocal dielectric model, where 0 < λ < ∞, and can be reduced to the case of the Poisson local model with the permittivity constants being s and ∞ , respectively, as λ → 0 and λ → ∞.
With (2.6) and the data from Tables 1 and 2 , we calculate the free energy differences for the nine different types of ions indicated in Figure 1 . We also show the results for two ions as a function of the parameter λ in Figure 2 . We see that the nonlocal model provides fairly accurate predictions and goes from the classic Poisson model when λ = 0 to a limiting case for large λ. Fortuitous values of λ that match the experimental values exactly are given as a guide. Table 2 gives data on the free energies and atomic radii from experiments. Results for the Born ion model for two values of λ that bracket the value λ = 23Å used in [17] are shown in Figure 1 . The predicted results are remarkably accurate for most ions, especially given the uncertainty in the ion radius as shown in Table 2 . Moreover, it is relatively insensitive to the choice of λ. We should note that we are accounting only for the polar contribution to the free energy and that there is a nonpolar part that must also be estimated [17] . Hence, the nonlocal dielectric model is a much better predictor of the solvation free energy of ions than the classic Poisson dielectric model. Remark 1. Although there are a lot of constants in (2.6), almost all of them are physical constants. The only parameters being estimated in these models are the Born Table 5. 10 on page 107 in [24] ), for 9 different types of ions, with ∞ = 1.8 [17] and ∞ = 2.34 [31] .
radius a and the nonlocal dielectric modulation parameter λ. Note that the ratio a/λ is dimensionless. The coefficient s is a measured permittivity ratio of bulk water, appropriate at a temperature T ≈ 20.3 degrees Celsius [15] , and the coefficient ∞ is an estimated permittivity ratio of confined water. In [17] , a value ∞ = 1.8 was used. The resulting energy estimates are very sensitive to the exact value of parameter ∞ . For example, we illustrate in Figure 1 the energies predicted using a value of ∞ = 2.34 [31] . We note that even higher values of ∞ are seen experimentally (at lower temperatures) in various forms of ice [30] .
A new expression of the nonlocal model.
However, it is usually very expensive and very difficult to solve a nonlocal dielectric model. The main difficulty in solving the nonlocal model (2.1) comes from the integral term in which the integration and derivative are mixed together. To overcome this difficulty, we start to simplify this integral term using the following property of convolution [27] .
Differential property of convolution. If the convolution v * H is defined by 
where
with α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 being nonnegative integers, and |α| = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 .
According to the above property, it is straightforward to get that
Note that H(r) satisfies the following equation:
where δ is the Dirac-delta distribution defined by δ(f ) = f (0) for any test function f [27] . Hence, applying the convolution on the both sides of (2.8) gives
As a result, the integral term in (2.1) is simplified as
so that the nonlocal model (2.1) is reformulated into the new expression
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3. Complexity of the Fourier-Lorenztian model. Equation (2.10) disentangles the derivatives and integral operator in the original equation (2.1). Even so, it is still very expensive to solve. To illustrate this, we consider a finite element approximation of (2.10) in the following.
For simplicity, a sufficiently large spherical domain, Ω, is selected to set up the Dirichlet boundary condition Φ = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω of Ω, and we extend Φ by zero outside this domain. Thus, (2.10) is approximated as the following boundary value problem:
We then formulate (3.1) in the following variational form.
where H 1 0 (Ω) denotes the Sobolev function space defined by
and l(ψ) is a linear functional defined by
Here we have denoted the convolution term as a function
We next show that the finite element approximation to the above variational problem results in a fully dense linear system.
To solve (3.2) by the finite element method, we consider a confirming finite element space V h , which is constructed based on a triangulation (partition into tetrahedra) T h of Ω with a mesh size of h such that
where N is the total number of the interior mesh points of the triangulation T h , r i is the ith internal vertex of T h , and ϕ j is a linear function on each tetrahedral element of
where Φ j is a numerical approximation to Φ(r j ) for Φ ∈ H Find Φ h in the form (3.7) such that
Clearly, the above system of linear equations can be written in the matrix form (3.9) Ax = b,
Consequently, a(ϕ i , ϕ j ) = 0 for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. This completes the proof that A is a fully dense matrix. Therefore, it is too expensive to solve the linear system (3.9) for a large value of N . Further reformulation is needed to derive a fast numerical solver. 
where w(r) is the solution of the Poisson-like equation
and v(r) is the solution of the Poisson equation
Proof. Using (2.7) and the notation of u given in (3.5), we can easily reformulate (2.9) as an equation for determining u:
We then couple (4.4) with (2.10) to yield a system for solving both Φ and u:
where r ∈ R 3 , and both Φ(r) and u(r) approach zero as |r| → ∞. From the second equation of (4.5) we can get
provided that w is set by
Clearly, if w is given, (4.7) can be rewritten as the equation for determining u:
Thus, the key issue is how to find an equation for determining w. To do so, we multiply
on the both sides of the first equation of (4.5) to get
By substituting the function Φ with the expression of (4.6), the left-hand side of the above equation can be reformulated as
Thus, the first equation of (4.5) becomes
Because of (4.7), the above equation is simplified into (4.2).
We next show how to get (4.3). By (4.7), the following equation is followed from (4.2):
which can be simplified as
We then obtain (4.3) by setting
When v is given, we solve the above equation for u to get
so that from (4.6) it implies the solution splitting formula (4.1). Finally, the boundary conditions can be verified for w and v. It is clear that u(r) → 0 as |r| → ∞ since u = Φ * H, Φ(r) → 0 as |r| → ∞, and H decays exponentially. Also, with (4.1) we get w(r) = λ 2 Φ(r) − u(r) so that w(r) → 0 as |r| → ∞. Hence, from (4.9) it implies that v vanishes at infinity too. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark 2. Conditions governing the existence of solutions in R 3 involve weighted norms [1] . For example, let V denote the space of functions ψ such that both ∇ψ and |r| −1 ψ are square integrable. Then, for any ρ ∈ V , (4.2) and (4.3) have solutions in V .
Analytical solutions of two nonlocal model problems.
According to Theorem 4.1, we can solve the nonlocal model (2.1) for the electrostatic potential function Φ in the following three steps.
Step 1. Solve the Poisson-like equation (4.2) for w.
Step 2. Solve the Poisson equation (4.3) for v.
Step 3. Find the solution Φ of the nonlocal model (2.1) by the formula (4.1). As an application, in this section, we use this procedure to find the analytical solutions of two nonlocal model problems: one is defined by (2.1) with ρ being a smooth function, and the other with ρ(r) = qδ(r) (i.e., one charge q located at the origin). The one point charge problem deviates from our model in that ρ is singular, and so the problem no longer fits neatly in square-integrable Sobolev spaces. However, we will see that the splitting still works correctly. The smooth ρ is constructed artificially by us. Due to its simplicity, we will use it to validate the solution splitting formula and to study the computer performance of the program package.
A smooth problem.
To construct a model problem with a smooth density function ρ and a known exact solution Φ, the solution u of (4.8) is set as
Since it is a radial function, u can be regarded as a function of one variable r with r = |r| so that u(r) = u(r) and Δu(r) can be calculated by using the formula
Since w(r) = −λ 2 Δu(r), we find the solution w of (4.2) in the form
Applying the above w to (4.2) yields the density function ρ:
With (4.9), we then get the solution v(r) of (4.3):
Using the solution splitting formula (4.1), we obtain the exact solution of this model problem:
where r = |r|, and r ∈ R 3 .
One point charge problem. In this case, w(r)
is spherically symmetric. Thus, by using the spherical coordinates, (4.2) can be simplified as an ordinary differential equation: To determine the value of c 2 , we use the distributional form of (4.2):
where the definition of the Dirac-delta distribution, v j ϕ j (r), the above two variational forms can be formulated, respectively, as the following two linear systems:
where W h , V h , and ρ h denote the column vectors of order N with the ith entries being w i , v i , and Ω ρϕ i dr, respectively, C h is a symmetric positive definite matrix of N × N with the ijth entry being Ω ∇ϕ i (r) · ∇ϕ j (r) dr, and M h is the mass matrix with the ijth entry being Ω ϕ i (r) · ϕ j (r) dr. As soon as W h and V h are found, the solution of the finite element equation (3.8) can be obtained by simply setting
where W h,j and V h,j denote the jth component of W h and V h , respectively. For clarity, we summarize our fast finite element algorithm for solving the nonlocal model (2.1) as follows:
1. Solve the linear system (6.1) for W h by a fast iterative method. 2. Solve the linear system (6.2) for V h by the same iterative method used in step 1. 3. Find the solution Φ h of the nonlocal model (3.9) by using (6.3). Note that there exist several fast iterative methods for solving Poisson and Poissonlike equations "optimally" in the sense that the computing amount is in a linear order of N (e.g., the multigrid method and the PCG method with a multigrid preconditioner [9, 14] ). Hence, we claim that the nonlocal model (2.1) can be solved optimally by our fast finite element algorithm.
Numerical results.
We programed our fast algorithm as a program package in Python based on the finite element library DOLFIN from the FEniCS project (see http://www.fenicsproject.org/). Because of the powerful functions of DOLFIN, both finite element equations (6.1) and (6.2) can be quickly formulated and solved. For test purposes, we installed a FEniCS binary distribution for Mac OSX on our MacBook Pro, which contained DOLFIN version 0.9.10. The PCG algorithm with incomplete LU preconditioning from the PETSc library was used to solve each involved linear system. The default parameters of PETSc were employed for controlling convergence. All the numerical experiments were made on our MacBook Pro with one Intel Core I7 processor 2.66 GHz and 4 GB memory. 2) and (4.3) , respectively, using the following inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:
In the numerical experiments, we used the DOLFIN function UnitCube(2 k , 2 k , 2 k ) to generate a uniform mesh, Ω h , for k = 2, 3, . . . , 6, where the grid size h k = 1/2 k . Such a finite element approximation is equivalent to the finite difference approximation [10] . We set ∞ = 2, s = 80, and λ = 15. We also calculated the relative and absolute errors E r and E a between the finite element solution Φ h (r) and the analytical solution Φ(r) and estimated the convergence order p of the finite element method by using the following formulas:
where Φ(r) has been given in (5.2), Φ j = Φ h (r j ) with r j being the jth vertex of Ω h , and N h is the total number of interior vertices. The formula of p k is obtained by assuming E a (h) = O(h p ). Since the linear finite element approximation was used in the calculation, p has been known to be 2 [10] so that p k should approach 2 as h k goes to zero if the calculation is correct. We calculated E a (h) using the DOLFIN function errornorm(Φ, Φ h , norm type="L2", degree=3) by a third order of finite element approximation. The computer CPU time consists of the solver time and the setup time, whose sum gives the total CPU time counted from the starting of mesh generation to the ending of finding the numerical solution. The solver time is the time spent on solving the two linear systems (6.1) and (6.2). The numerical results are reported in Table 3 .
From Table 3 we can see that both E r and E a are reduced toward zero monotonically, and p k approaches 2 as the grid size h decreases. These numerical results well validate our solution splitting formula and the corresponding program package. They also demonstrate the performance of our program package in terms of the computer CPU time. We note that the setup time is increased almost in a linear order of N k , but this is not true for the solver time. We repeated these tests using an algebraic multigrid preconditioner, called amg hypre, from PETSc. We found that the total number of PCG iterations was sharply reduced to a small number around 6 for all five test problems with N k from 27 to 250,047, which confirms that the PCG using amg hypre has a small rate of convergence independent of N k . However, the solver time was increased a lot. For example, in solving (6.2) with h k = 1/64, the solver time was increased from 7.6281 to 12.671 seconds in spite of the total number of PCG iterations being reduced from 95 to 6. It appears from our data that our problem size is not large enough for the efficiency of multigrid preconditioner amg hypre to be needed. Indeed our setup times dominate our solve times.
One point charge model problem.
As a further verification, we also solved the one point charge problem as defined by the nonlocal model (2.1) with ρ(r) = qδ(r). This test problem provides a significant challenge due to the strong singularity.
In our numerical tests, the Dirac-delta distribution δ is simply approximated by a discrete Dirac-delta function, δ h , defined as follows:
o t h e r w i s e , where ω h denotes the support of a finite element base function at the origin point (0, 0, 0). In particular, ω h is the tetrahedron element that contains the origin if the origin is not a mesh grid point. For simplicity, the domain Ω is set as the unit cube. An initial mesh was generated by calling the DOLFIN function Box(−0.5, −0.5, −0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0. 5, 16, 16, 16) . To improve the accuracy of δ h , it was then refined around the origin by using a simple local mesh refinement scheme. That is, a tetrahedron element of the mesh is marked as the one to be refined if the distance of its center point to the origin is less than 1/2 k . According to the marked tetrahedron information, which is stored in a bool array called cell markers, the mesh is then refined by calling the DOLFIN function refine(mesh, cell markers) . This mesh refinement was done repeatedly for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in our numerical tests. Figure 3 displays the mesh that we used in solving the one point charge problem, along with a cross section of the mesh on the xy-plane to clearly show the process of mesh refinement. In the cross section figure of Figure 3 , each triangle represents the projection of a tetrahedron element onto the xy-plane, and the different colors (available only in the online version) indicate areas where tetrahedra were generated in different steps of refinement: white for the initial mesh while cyan, gray, yellow, blue, and green for the first to fifth steps of refinements, respectively. The support domain ω h is marked out in red. Due to the view angle of projection, tetrahedra from different color areas may have the same triangular projection on the xy-plane. For example, the cyan triangles are the projection of the tetrahedra refined in the first step of refinement; they have the same shape as the white triangles, which are the projection of the tetrahedra from the initial mesh. This mesh has 8,399 vertices and 43,908 tetrahedra. The smallest and largest grid sizes are 0.0349 and 0.1082, respectively. The origin was a vertex of the mesh, ω h consisted of 48 tetrahedra, and the volume of ω h was 6.10 × 10 −5 . The boundary condition was chosen to be Dirichlet with the values equal to the analytical solution on the surface of the unit cube.
The average relative error E r defined in (7.1) was found to be 3.4195 × 10 Here an ion with charge q at the origin has been modeled as a ball with radius a and dielectric parameter 0 (i.e., the interior of the ball is in vacuum). Since charge q is uniformly spread over the spherical surface, the charge density function ρ(r) of this Born model can be expressed as (A. 2) ρ(r) = q 4πa 2 δ(|r| − a), r ∈ R 3 .
To find the analytical solution of the above nonlocal Born model, we extend Φ s (r) continuously into the ball by setting (A. 3) Φ s (r) = Φ s (s) for |r| < a with |s| = a.
In this way, we expressv in the convolution form v(r) = where coth x = (e 2x + 1)/(e 2x − 1) is the hyperbolic cotangent function. Two local Born models-one in the vacuum and the other in water-can be generated from the nonlocal Born model (A.1) by setting s = ∞ = 1 and s = ∞ , respectively. Thus, their analytical solutions, Φ v and Φ w , can be directly followed from (A.9) as follows: 
